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Introduction 

 

"You Trojans, Lycians, and Dardanians 

soldiers who fight in the killing zone“
1
 

 

It was this translation by Ian Johnston that first set me on the path to this treatment of Troy. I was 

familiar with the term “killing zone” as it had been taught to me in an entirely more practical context 

than an academic evaluation of literature.
2
 It was this spark that had me simply look at Troy with the 

eye of a soldier rather than a classicist or historian. What I found seemed straightforward and obvious 

enough not to actually require particular comment. The Trojans had built a defensive system that was 

very effective and one that has been proven in warfare time and again.
3
 But it became apparent that 

others had not looked at the information this way and they had produced arguments based on the same 

information that seemed at the very least to be exceedingly questionable. I am able to offer a somewhat 

different perspective on interpreting the available evidence at Troy.
4
 By undertaking an evaluation of 

Troy’s ditches as a defensive system within the context of warfare as it was practiced by contemporary 

participants on the ground as it was of their day, it is possible to “test” the ditches’ potential as a 

defensive system. Because it is in the ditches of Troy that the argument over the validity of Troy as an 

historical site is being fought out now. 

 

When Heinrich Schliemann went in search of Homer’s Troy in 1871, he may as well have led a trek to 

the North Pole in search of Santa. It was simply that ridiculous to many classicists and historians and 

widely regarded as a figment of Schliemann’s “poetic imagination”.
5
 Homer’s Iliad was, and is, a 

monumental piece of literature, “the first great work of western literature”, but, it is essentially a story, 

and treating it as history is exceedingly hazardous.
6
 The idea that an actual war was not only the 

inspiration for Homer, but that Troy might be a real place you could go to and stand on was too 

incredible for serious contemplation. This attitude was somewhat challenged when Schliemann, with a 

specific pointer from Frank Calvert, went and dug the place up. But still there was much evidence 

                                                           
1
  Homer, Iliad, Translated by Ian Johnston, http://records.viu.ca/~johnstoi/homer/iliad_title.htm,  

Book 8 lines 199 – 200.  
2
  Ian Johnston used the term “killing zone” having recently read John Kegan’s The face of battle and  

was actually slightly concerned that it may have been to “modern” a term. Email 06/12/2011.  
3
  Reid, Peirs, Interview 08/12/2011. 

4
  Troy refers to the physical site at Hissarlik and is widely known by this name. The literary Troy will  

be referred to as “Homers Troy” for clarity. 
5
  Traill, David A., Schliemann of Troy: treasure and deceit, London, John Murray, 1995, p.301. 

6
  Fagan, Garrett G. (ed) and Trundle, Matthew (ed), New perspectives on ancient warfare, Leiden ;  

Boston, Brill, 2010, p.1. 
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against Schliemann’s claims. Schliemann’s rather destructive methods and questionable practices did 

not lend authority to his claims of the site as being the legendary “Troy”. In fact Calvert had dug on 

the site some seven years before with the area having been identified as Troy by Charles MacLaren as 

early as 1822. It is a testament to Schliemann’s self-promotion that he is the most often remembered 

player in the saga, but he initiated a controversy that exists to this day. 

 

As new evidence is discovered at the site giving support to identification of the site as Homers Troy, 

new arguments are presented to negate its value by a dedicated core of naysayers. The essence of many 

of these arguments is that Troy was simply not large enough to have the status of a city and 

consequently neither warranted such attention as is described by Homer, nor was it capable of 

withstanding such an overwhelming force as is detailed by Homer. It is of questionable value that 

archaeologists since Schilemann have believed in the existence of a lower town, as Jablonka and Rose 

point out, if they cannot find it.
7
 In the manner of Schliemann finding Troy, in 1992 Manfred 

Korfmann located, “through the testing of hypothesis and proven through fieldwork”, what he claimed 

was that elusive lower town which effectively dealt with the issue of size.
8
 It is widly accepted that the 

recent surveys, particularly employing the magnetometer have confirmed the existence and size of the 

lower town with an area of 75 acres, some “fifteen times larger than previously believed”.
9
 However, 

Korfmann’s work has been the subject of a vigorous challenge and what his colleges Frank Kolb and 

Dieter Hertel have claimed was “increasing dissatisfaction among German pre-historians, 

archaeologists and historians”, and the argument has moved from the citadel to the lower town and 

beyond.
 10

  

 

In order to prove Korfmann’s case the town’s extent must be established. This is a nearly impossible 

task in terms of plotting the lower town as the individual building foundations simply no longer exist 

due to stone robbing, erosion and the intervening centuries of later settlements.
11

 Likewise evidence of 

the town walls may well have been entirely destroyed. However Korfmann’s team identified a ditch 

using a magnetometer, a form of ground penetrating radar. This ditch had the obvious advantage of 

being deeper than buildings and less susceptible to later destruction. The issue hangs on the question of 

whether or not this ditch is a defensive system which surrounds Troy, or is simply a drainage system 

                                                           
7
  Jablonka, Peter and Rose, Brian C., Late Bronze Age Troy: a response to Frank Kolb, American  

Journal of Archaeology, Vol. 108, No. 4 (Oct., 2004), pp. 615-630, Archaeological Institute of America, 2004, p. 

616. 
8
  Jablonka, and Rose, p. 616. 

9
  Archaeology Magazine (ed) ,Archaeology of war, New York : Hatherleigh Press, 2005, p.35. 

10
  Hertel and Kolb, P. 72. 

11
  Jablonka and Rose, p.621. 
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along the southern part of a lesser town, as asserted by Frank Kolb and Dieter Hertel. There is, as 

Lowe puts it, a “widespread assumption that the longer something has been studied, the less there is to 

discover or say about it.”12
 This seldom true and in the case of Troy, much of the viewing of Troys 

ditches has been carried out with the exclusion of an important perspective, a pure military evaluation 

of Troy’s defences. 

 

It is possibly the oddest aspect of the discussion of Troy’s ditches that there has been  no detailed 

analysis of their function by those arguing in favour of the ditches being a defensive feature. Strauss 

enthusiastically details that the Project Troia team boasts “anthropologists, art historians, chemists, 

computer scientists, epigraphers, geologists, Hittite specialists, students of ancient plant life 

(archaeobioloists) and others.
13

 But it does ot seem to have occurred to any one that there could be 

benefit from evaluating how this major feature actually functioned. Frequently, any comment is 

confined to a single sentence saying they are obviously defensive, with no explanation or detailed 

analysis as to why this is so. Latcz simply introduces the ditches then refers to “this defensive 

system”
14

 What evaluation does exist consists largely of bland assertions such as saying a ditch stops 

chariots or is confined to specific elements of how these might function in specific situations. The 

most comprehensive evaluation is by Strauss who is able to detail in less than a single page that the 

ditch stopped chariots, would also stop siege towers and rams and that the debris in the ditches may 

have acted as caltrops.
15

 Strauss hits all the high points, but simply lacks detailed explanation of how 

or why these things functions and this is not particularly helpful in gaining a full understanding of how 

or why these ditches might constitute a defensive system. Also many of these isolated samples are 

reactions to questions raised by detractors. The problems of interpretation at Troy demonstrate a 

weakness in standing and employment of ancient military history which Victor Davis Hanson 

attributes to the nineteenth-century practice of personal military hagiography having passed out of 

style, arguing that personal biographies are more common - to the detriment of pure military history.
16

  

 

There also exists the continuing, and valid argument that equating “Troy” with Homer, is ultimately a 

pointless exercise as Homer simply cannot be employed to either prove, or disprove the site as being 

                                                           
12

  Lowe, Dunstan (ed) and Shahbudin, Kim (ed), Classics for all: reworking antiquity in mass  

culture, Newcastle, Cambridge Schollars, 2009, p.ix. 
13

  Strauss, Barry S., The Trojan War: a new history, New York, Simon & Schuster, 2006, p.229. 
14

  Latacz, Joachim, Troy and Homer: towards a solution of an old mystery; translated by Kevin  

Windle and Rosh Ireland, Oxford New York, Oxford University Press, 2004, p.24. 
15

  Strauss, p.81-2. 
16

  Hanson, Victor Davis, The Status of ancient military history: traditional work, recent research, and  

on-going controversies, The Journal of Military History, Vol. 63, No. 2 (Apr., 1999), pp. 379-413,  

Society for Military History, 1999, p.398. 
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the city he described. Yet it is Homer to whom those who argue for the site always default. As Wood 

observed, “Homer of course is the starting point, with the Iliad and the Odyssey. But it is as well to 

make clear at the start that he was drawing on a vast cycle of stories which dealt with the Trojan 

War.”
17

 Between this vast cycle of stories and Homer aspects of warfare were drawn from the 

intervening period of several hundred years, entirely contaminating any detailed examination of what 

actually took place at the time with inaccurate details. It is certainly attractive and even exciting to find 

amongst those ancient passages references to things one might be able to see and touch, but the Iliad 

remains strictly limited in its potential as evidence. Homer cannot be used to prove this site is “his” 

Troy. However, an evaluation of the site on its own merits may well provide us with a more valid 

understanding of its potential as the inspiration for Homer. For the purposes of this evaluation Homer 

cannot be used as a source. We must examine the site itself and other contemporary evidence.  

 

We are returning the chronology of events to their more natural order in this. We may have used 

Homer to find this site, but the physical evidence of the site came into being long before the literature 

inspired anyone to look for something. Alan Greaves sums up the problem as “ever since Heinrich 

Schielman first excavated the site of Hisarlik, believing it to be the site of Homer’s Troy, the 

interpretive framework of classical archaeology has been set.” and within this framework 

archaeological evidence is either accommodated or assimilated.
18

  It is through the physical evidence 

and dispassionate evaluation of the merits of the interpretations by specialist observers that fact based 

conclusions can be arrived at. We begin with the ground because an understanding of the geography is 

essential to gaining insights into what may have taken place. It is not a coincidence that when giving 

orders to soldiers the first item detailed is the ground. To understand the action they need to understand 

the ground. And so here a clear description of the ground and the manmade features is established 

through a critical evaluation of the existing interpretations and the physical evidence in order to 

provide a clear picture of what existed at Troy. In this consideration has been given to features with a 

view to providing explanations that have a military context. The resulting interpretation does provide 

context and perspectives that have previously been absent. This interpretation – which does not 

entirely agree with any other previous interpretation – is then the test bed on which the validity of the 

ditches as a defensive system can be evaluated. 

 

                                                           
17

  Wood, Michael, In search of the Trojan War, Berkeley, University of California Press, 1998, p.19. 
18

  Greaves, Alan M., The land of Ionia: society and economy in the Archaic period, Chichester, West  

Sussex, U.K., Malden, MA, Wiley-Blackwell, 2010, p.26. 
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In order to do this effectively the composition, capabilities and operation characteristics of the relevant 

combatants need to be understood as well. In this area it becomes quickly apparent that the two sides 

possessed some notable differences. In particular the state of siege warfare in Anatolia was well 

advanced, while for the Greeks there is little evidence of any significant capability existing, and in fact 

no such ability would become clearly evident until the time of Philip of Macedon and his son 

Alexander. Combining with this understanding of the armies of the day are well-defined military 

principles of combat and obstacles that are relevant to the site. With this it is possible – as much as is 

ever possible on paper -  replay the efforts of a hostile army attacking Troy. It is at this point that the 

ditches identified by Manfred Korfmann demonstrate that they are not only a functional defensive 

system, but a sophisticated system that makes the best use of the resources available to the defender 

and inspire an appreciation for the capabilities of ancient soldiers that is seldom evident in most 

historical works. These ditches are a field obstacle, that in the estimation of Major General Piers Reid, 

multiplies a defenders moral by two or three times.
19

 These ditches have regional precedent and clearly 

display an effort to address the tactical imperative of the region, to defend against siege engines, while 

also providing a defender with the best possible opportunities to counter an attackers efforts by the 

creation of a “killing zone” in which the defender has a marked superiority over an attacker. 

Consequently the ditches do aid in defining the extent of Troy’s lower town and greatly support the 

findings of Korfmann’s team, but with some moderations of their enthusiasm. The arguments against 

Troy as being Homer’s inspiration are not strong if they depend on the ditches of Troy being an 

irrigation system. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
                                                           
19

  Reid, Interview. 
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Evidence and Interpretation 

When seeking to interpret the physical evidence of Troy we immediately encounter a number of 

problems, both common and specific to the site. In the case of Troy we have a site that has several 

thousand years of occupation and Jablonka points out that Troy has over 4,500 years of habitation in 

and around the hill of Hisarlik.
20

 This gives archaeologists layers of evidence that sometimes intrude 

on each other. There are also the problems of historical destruction such as the Roman ground clearing 

of the central citadel and much of the lower slopes, and stone pilfering by subsequent builders which 

robs us of evidence. Frank Kolb defines a high level of evidence required to “prove” anything. Kolb 

asserts that to be a town of any significance, documents must be found. These documents would be 

located in the very area that was totally destroyed by the Romans and Kolb demands this evidence in 

the full knowledge that his terms cannot be met. Rather than allow that Troy may have any importance 

on its own account Hertel and Kolb attribute Troy’s only reason for significance as being derived from 

the Homeric epics.
21

 This demonstrates the major problem with the interpretation of the evidence at 

Troy, the bias of the participants and their seeking to either find evidence that fits their position, or to 

make what evidence exists, fit their conclusions.  

 

This applies equally to both sides of the debate and Homer is employed to both support and negate 

evidence. An additional problem arises from as the participants tend to argue from within their own 

disciplines without a wider context, which is neither very enlightening, nor informative when the more 

applicable discussion operates largely outside their respective disciplines. Jablonka and Rose for 

example, claim that they have the “broadest possible spectrum of interpretations” as well as access to 

all the relevant information.
22

 Yet their evaluations contain nothing of any possible relevance to 

warfare of the day demonstrating how their defensive system had a contextual relevance. They are 

addressing only part of the relevant information. It is apparent that when the same information is re-

evaluated with a focus on allowing for a military functionality many of the current interpretations, both 

for and against, are questionable.  

 

A compounding issue with the arguments is the nature of their rhetoric and characteristic personal 

attacks. Kolb points out that A. G. Sherratt and E. S. Sherratt were not impartial observers but rather 

former members of Korfmann’s team. Kolb makes serious accusations that Korfmann deliberately 

misleads with his presentation of information then Jablonka demonstrates that Kolb is entirely capable 
                                                           
20

  Jablonka, and Rose, p. 615. 
21

  Hertel, Dieter and Kolb Frank, Troy in clearer perspective, Anatolian Studies, Vol. 53 (2003), pp.  

71-88 Published by: British Institute at Ankara, 2003, P. 71. 
22

  Jablonka, and Rose, p. 615. 
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of misdirection himself by displaying the plans of several cities to compare them with Troy, but using 

a different scale for each to give a false impression that makes Troy seem smaller than it is. 

23
 

This graphic, presented by Eastern, shows the actual scales that Kolb used in his reproduction of citadel plans in order to 

demonstrate that Troy was smaller, and therefore less significant than contemporary settlements. Troy is clearly 

disadvantaged by bring reproduced at a significantly smaller scale that other settlements. 

 

Some of the language of this dispute is entirely counter-productive when seeking out any potential for 

facts. Korfmann in particular objected most strongly to being called a “Danikan” by Kolb in the press, 

yet Kolb was simply throwing back at him the very accusation he had employed himself against 

another academic, and had been fined for it.
24

 Even the titles of their publicans display a degree of 

intellectual bias and personal attack.
25

 An effort was made to move the discussion out of the media and 

back into an academic environment, but the subsequent Tübingen symposium intended to deal with 

this conflict was less than a complete success. The symposium was described by Professor Wolf-

Dietrich, director of the German Archaeological Institute in Athens, as a ‘Swabian provincial farce, 

over which the international community could only shake its head’.
26

 In this highly charged 

atmosphere the new observer suffers from the danger that any discussion of interpretation becomes 

coloured by a contest of who is more likable. The result is that it becomes entirely possible to 

disregard an entire line of argument because the reader is unsympathetic to the individual presenting 

the argument. 

 

This evaluation focuses extensively, but not exclusively, on these main protagonists and their 

arguments and a small number of papers they have produced as these address all the aspects relevant to 

                                                           
23

  Eastern, D.F., Hawkins, J.D., Sheratt, A.G., Sheratt, E.S., Troy in recent perspective, Anatolian  

Studies, Vol. 52 (2002), pp. 75-109, British Institute at Ankara, 2002, p.78. 
24

  Hertel, and Kolb, p.72. 
25

  The titles, Troy in a new light, Troy in recent perspective, Troy in a clearer perspective and A  

response to Frank Kolb, collectively display a group of authors all responding directly to each-others work on an 

almost personal level.  
26

  Latacz, p.ix. 
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this discussion. All subsequent discussions refer back to these sources and their interpretations. 

Notably all of the contributors have either worked on the site or been regular visitors to it. Of them, 

Frank Kolb and Dieter Hertel are strong critics of Manfred Korfmann’s work and conclusions, while 

Korfmann himself is supported by members of his team and other academics. Between these two 

groups a controversy has continued to rage since Korfmann’s first exhibition in both the popular media 

and academic publications. The personalised nature of Kolbs attacks have been somewhat hampered 

by Korfmann dying of cancer in 2005, to be followed by Andrew Sherratt from a heart attack in 2006. 

However Kolb simply shifted to new targets, mainly Peter Jablonka, his actual arguments essentially 

unchanged. In sifting through their interpretations it is essential to set aside these personal disputes and 

evaluate each argument on its own merits. When this is done it becomes apparent that the balance of 

accuracy is far more towards the middle than to one side, but even then it is often the case that a 

technically accurate interpretation can lead to a questionable conclusion.  

 

For example Hertel and Kolb have argued that the ditches are not defensive in one point because they 

exist in an area that is not favourable to chariots.
27

 This is both true and something of a straw man 

argument. One of the principles of fieldworks is that they are linear barriers and must be unbroken, 

leaving open areas might well present a functional anti-chariot system, but it degrades the overall 

integrity of the defensive work.
28

 By not understanding this principle, Hertel and Kolb present a 

flawed argument while the supporters seem equally unaware of this flaw and unable to respond to it 

effectively. Hertel and Kolb’s assertion also assumes that the only function was to stop chariots. This 

is exceedingly spurious reasoning given the high number of infantry in the forces involved and the 

context of how siege warfare was undertaken in the region as will be detailed in the following section. 

 

While this discussion focuses only on the defences of Troy, it is largely the ditches that the debate has 

resolved to. Kolb’s position from 1984 that Troy Vi and VIIa were “shabby little settlements” and of 

no significance has been progressively eroded by the discovery of this ditch system.
29

  It is also worth 

noting that my own conclusions about Troy, from the perspective of a military evaluation of the 

ground and combatants, do not coincide entirely with any of the current interpretations. Although 

Kormann, Jablonka and others may have arrived at a conclusion I generally agree with, they have done 

it through a faulty route which to some degree negates the validity of their position.  

 

                                                           
27

  Hertel and Kolb, p.82. 
28

  Reid, Interview. 
29

  Jablonka, and Rose, p. 615 
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The two most contentious issues are the placement of the town walls and the existence of an outer 

ditch. As Frank Kolb has defined both of these himself it is reasonable to assume that he would not 

object to utilising his determination of their locations. The outer ditch has an issue with dating as 

Jablonka noted that the outer ditch is believed to have been created after the inner ditch line in 

response to the population expansion and Kolb asserts that at the time of the Trojan war the inner ditch 

had already been filled in. Kolb also makes the valid point that Jablonka and his team have been 

frustrated by their efforts to find any buildings in close proximity to the ditches.  

 

This does, however, present an alternative possibility. The area defined as the main gate and causeway 

and the surrounding area demonstrate that the Trojans had a degree of sensitivity about security at this 

area as it is the only point at which a large siege engine can cross the ditches. A palisade gate is set 

into the bedrock and there is a ditch deviation to the west of the palisade (which will be referred to as 

“the bend) which allowed the defender to cover the front of the causeway with ranged fire. The outer 

ditch may well have been created shortly after or even concurrently with the inner ditch in order to 

provide an additional layer of defence as a specific defence against the heavy machines. The area in 

this case would not have been built up, but rather another open area intended as an extended killing 

zone - although without the benefit of ranged fire from the walls. The lack of other structures in 

proximity to the ditches would also account for the debris in the inner ditch including destruction event 

debris that was not evident in the outer ditch. When the area was resettled only the town area was 

cleared into the inner ditch, while the outer ditch remained comparatively clear as there was no debris 

between the ditches that would collect in the outer ditch. There is no compelling reason to indicate that 

the outer ditch was not in existence prior to the Trojan War. 
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My interpretation of Troy overlaying the plan drawn by  

Frank Kolb and employing his defined outer ditch line.
30

 

 

In addition to these two contentious issues Hertel and Kolb attacked Korfmann’s work as a whole via 

the weaknesses of some aspects of his arguments. Each of these addressed and evaluated point by 

point helps to determine an interpretation of the ground at Troy that does not conform to either party’s 

determination. Hertel and Kolb present a range of alternative uses for the ditch, but none of these are 

entirely convincing. The primary argument that they were for drainage is entirely without merit 

because they do not “drain” the water. The line of the inner ditch, when evaluated against the lands 

contours, clearly show that any water in the ditches would pool. There is a good degree of confidence 

in the ditch height from the plan produced by Project Troia as Jablonka reports that the depth beneath 

the existing surface is less than 1 metre with little variation.
31

 It is not necessary to employ Jablonka’s 

own acerbic response that “water does not run uphill”. It is more useful to observe that good mole 

drains, using clay pipes and gravel, were already in use in the region but that no such drain is in 

existence here. Kolb undermines his own claim of the ditches clearly being proven to be for drainage 

by further claiming that they were a “quarry” or alternatively were “watering points” for animals.
32

 

 

                                                           
30

  Original image overlaying Kolb’s plan drawn with C. Drosihn and A. Thomsen. Hertel and Kolb,  

p.82 
31

  Jablonka, and Rose, p.621. 
32

  Hertel, and Kolb, p 84. 
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If Hertel and Kolb were entirely confident that they had “conclusively” identified the drainage system 

why do they seek even more alternatives? In that matter of the ditches being a quarry it would be a 

most singular and unprecedented system of quarrying stone to attempt to remove blocks from a 

vertical ditch rather than a from a rock face where the blocks can be worked from three sides rather 

than one as with a ditch.
33

 This assertion is not a practical option, yet Kolb went as far as to claim that 

Jablonka had put forward the theory, but Jablonka insists this is entirely untrue.
34

 As for watering 

points, it is Kolb who points out that the water is actually stagnant, additionally no horse would be able 

to drink from the water with a level being below ground level. All animal watering points have a low 

gradient slope access to enable the animals to get to the water, this is absent here.  

 

12
th

 Australian Light Horse troopers watering their horses. Note that some of the  

horses will walk out into the water in order to reach the water level more easily.
35

 

 

If it is to be assumed that the water was raised by bucket, this being the only alternative explanation, 

then this would raise the question of why did the animal handlers not simply walk the short distance to 

the river?  

 

The claim of the ditches being watering points seems to have led Kolb into his next point, which is that 

the footings found behind the ditch line are not for a palisade fence and gate, but rather a “hitching rail” 

for the animals being watered. Kolb provides no reconstruction of this system and it is difficult to 

envisage what sort of hitching rail would require such work as to cut a ditch into the bedrock. Kolb 

cannot possibly have had much confidence in this being accepted and further claims that the palisade 

could not have been effective and that there is no way of proving that it extended beyond the area 

                                                           
33

  ibid., p.83. 
34

  Jablonka, and Rose, p. 616. 
35

  The Desert Column Forum chronicles Australian military history from 1899 to 1920. 

  http://desert-column.phpbb3now.com/viewtopic.php?f=2&t=1228&start=0&st=0&sk=t&sd=a 
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excavated. However, a theoretical reconstruction of the gate making the western palisade as long as the 

eastern palisade produces an entirely functional barrier as detailed above.  

 

 

The excavated southern causeway and gate
36

 

 

 

Theoretical reconstruction of the south gate area based on the excavation and  

magnetometer finds with the western palisade assumed to be as long as the eastern. 

 

On the other side of the debate Peter Jablonka has extrapolated the evidence of the palisade to the point 

where he claims it confirms that the entire ditch line was backed by a palisade with a rampart built up 
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from the ditch spoil.
37

 Kolb is entirely correct when he dismisses this claim as having no evidence to 

support it. There is no evidence or precedent to support this claim and in fact such a palisade would be 

substantially counterproductive to the defence of Troy.  

 

The palisade at the gate was likewise set into the bedrock, but nothing has been found to date and 

Jablonka’s assertion, while a possibility, remains only an unproven possibility. It is also highly 

possible that it is driven by knowledge of much later defensive systems rather than a reasonable 

extrapolation of the contemporary evidence. Were such a wall to have existed it would have been 

impossible to man - effectively draining the town of manpower and negating its offensive potential 

effectively tripling the length of wall to be defended. If the palisade was set back from the ditch this 

would also provide an attacker with effective cover and protection should he secure a crossing and deal 

with the defenders in the immediate area. Most notably, given the shallow gradient of the hill at this 

point a raised rampart and palisade would effectively obscure an attacker’s movements to the 

defenders in the town compromising one of the greatest assets i.e. complete intelligence. This allows 

the Trojans to exploit any opportunity to counter attack with great efficiency by way of their interior 

lines and ability to move troops in concealment.  

 

Hertel and Kolb have gone so far as to assert that the ditches are not a defensive feature because the 

south causeway is 10 metres wide while the others are only 5 metres wide.
38

 This argument is 

nonsensical and there are self-evident reasons for the variation in the causeway widths. The south gate 

is wider because the city must function and this requires vehicular traffic and access to the river, which 

is closest to the south of the city. It is also the closest point to any maritime traffic trading with the city 

and it is reasonable to expect that a lot of traffic from this source would have to be handled though this 

gate. It is also reasonable to posit that it would be the main point of egress for Troy’s own mobile arm 

in the event of invasion from the sea and this wider causeway facilitates that. The south gate should be 

regarded as the main gate while the others are secondary gates which are narrower to be more of a 

natural impediment to any attacker.   

 

Kolb then disputes the width of the palisade gate, claiming, “a 5m-wide gate would again be unusual, 

even compared with the gates of the Troy VI citadel which are only 1.3-3.6m wide”.
39

 This simply 

ignores that these are entirely different kinds of gates with a different function and fails to account for 
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the fact wider gates already existed at previous levels of Troy. As noted by Moorey, one of the impacts 

of the rise in chariot warfare was the widening of gates (and he gives the citadel gate of Troy II as an 

example of this).
 40

 Clearly Troy displays a connection to chariot warfare as early as 26
th

 century BC, 

yet Kolb rejects that considerations of chariots would be evident in Troy’s defensive works in the 12
th 

/13
th

 century’s BC.  

 

Kolb provides an alternate interpretation for both the gate and the causeway width explaining that the 

southern causeway was “rather broad in order to let wagons as well as herds of horses, cattle, sheep 

and goats pass into the area close to the settlement”.
41

 This argument is self-conflicting as Kolb rejects 

a need for a wider causeway for chariots, but accepts one for wagons. Kolb uses this argument to 

support his assertion of the ditches being watering points, yet if they were watering points and the 

palisade ditch a hitching point, why do the animals need a causeway to cross it? In reality he has 

provided an explanation in support of the southern gate being the primary access route to water for 

animals (stock, draught and chariot), but at the river, not the ditches. Kolb finally argues that the centre 

post of the southern gateway is not “situated exactly in the middle of the ‘gateway’.
42

 This is true, but 

it takes using an accurate plan and measuring system to identify this. It is not unreasonable to allow 

whoever went to the effort of cutting this hole some latitude in getting it exactly central before we 

negate the work as irrelevant. It is also entirely possible that it may have been deliberate due to the 

leaves of the gate overlapping for strength in some manner. In dealing with the causeways and gates, 

Hertel and Kolb present unconvincing arguments as to why these do not function as defensive features, 

but offer little or no explanation as to an alternative function. 

 

In relation to the defensive capacity of the ditch Hertel and Kolb assert that the ditches cannot function 

as a defensive system for each of which can be demonstrated to be incorrect, or at the very least to 

have an entirely valid alternative interpretation. The claim that the ditches are too far from the walls to 

be effective simply displays a total absence of understanding of the principles of obstacles, as will 

demonstrated below. Kolb argues, “to be sure, the ditch could not have been defended by warriors 

posted on the wall.”
43

 This assumes the job of the ditches is to “stop” an attacker. It is not, and in 

reality the ditches are actually precisely at the best possible distance from the walls to provide a 
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functional obstacle - the distance of effective ranged fire from the walls themselves. His additional 

assertion that the ditches can be “jumped” is not accurate in practical testing. As a Ready-Reaction 

Force soldier, I was required to perform such obstacle jumping feats and unladen we were pleased to 

achieve the required 1.8 metres. The average 3+ metres of the ditch at Troy would have a lot of 

infantrymen piling up in the bottom of the ditch should they attempt to jump it.  

 

The claim that the ditches can be “filled in”, which would negate their defensive value is absolutely 

true, but it takes no account of the military engineering abilities required to achieve this. Generally a 

defender is not going to sit idly by and allow his defences to be compromised rendering the defender 

more vulnerable, but will take aggressive action to prevent this. Kolb has not considered this. He has 

also presented a claim that the ditches are only 1.5 metres deep.
44

 At no time does he even 

acknowledge that this is only the depth cut into the rock base and makes no allowance for any depth of 

top soil as detailed by Jablonka and Rose who posit that the ditches were cut into the earth and only 

partially into the rock where depth was required which is entirely reasonable.
45

 As will be detailed 

below, any attempt to perform any engineering activity at the ditch would have to take place under 

missile fire from the walls at an absolute minimum. The attacker would also have to hold the area to 

prevent retroactive action by the defenders. There is no evidence that Mycenaean Greeks possessed a 

capacity for this level of combat engineering as is detailed below. 

 

Kolb’s claim that the ditches would be “the most singular defensive system in antiquity”, is simply 

misdirection.46 Notably, Kolb himself then details the massive ditch at Hatussa as being an effective 

deterrent to chariots. As is habitual of Kolb, he makes an unfavourable comparison of Troy (asserted to 

be a regional capital by Korfmann) with the imperial capital of the Hittite Empire. However, it is an 

entirely valid point that there is little evidence for this form of defensive system, although there is 

some. Kolb helpfully points out a good reason why this may be: Troy is the only site on the western 

coast of Asia Minor to be comprehensively examined.
47

 Also there exists the precedent of Hatussa 

which Kolb employed despite the scale being entirely irrelevant. Kolb’s argument is again inadequate, 

ditches stop chariots and Hattusa has a ditch as a defensive feature. Troy also has one, but Kolb does 

not accept that it is defensive feature because it is not as massive as Hattusa’s. The obvious reason that 

other such systems have not been discovered and identified is that no one has looked for them. The 

ditch system is certainly without precedent to the perceptions of many archaeologists and historians, 
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but evidently not to builders of Troy and Hattusa. Archaeologists do not as matter of course dig 100 

metres outside where they are finding things, and finding an empty hole is not generally regarded as a 

“find”.
48

 It is therefore reasonable to expect that this system has been reproduced elsewhere, and, if so, 

other examples are there to be found. 

 

Perhaps the single most damning element of Kolb’s arguments is the assertion that the ditches do not 

extend back towards the citadel walls as predicted, but rather turn towards the outer ditch.
 49

 Kolb 

asserts that the ditches as a defensive system “does not withstand basic logic” because there are no 

ditches to be found in areas immediately west and east of the citadel favourable for chariots.
50

 Kolb’s 

position has been compromised by subsequent discoveries, additionally his plotting of these outward 

turns actually supports the enclosed nature of the outer ditch area confirming its defensive nature. But 

more damning, the 2010 dig season included extensive magnetometer exploration of ditches that not 

only confirrms that the ditches do indeed turn back towards the citadel, but plotted them for over the 

half the distance towards the citadel. Kolb’s arguments against the ditches depended on their not being 

located here; consequently the existence of the ditches has failed to conform to Kolb’s predictions. 

Clearly they do extend well into an area that he predicted they would not. Kolb had asserted that 

“nothing is left of Korfmann’s defensive system” and he dismisses any possibility that the ditches have 

any relation to the size of the settlement and its possible population.
51

 But the 2010 dig results defy all 

his efforts to explain away the ditches. 
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Results of the 2010 season showing the ditch line located  

by magnetometer extending back towards the citadel 

 

Hertel and Kolb’s efforts to negate the military nature of the ditches fails entirely at this point, 

however, Kolb was essentially correct in that in general the evidence at Troy did not support the 

conclusions until such time as a lower town was identified. On the other side of the coin, Korfmann 

was clearly guilty of overenthusiasm, but the accusation of this being deliberate is another matter not 

relevant to identifying the nature of the ground at Troy. The subsequent interpretations by Jablonka 

and others continue to display an erring on the side of excessive enthusiasm, and this tendency to make 

the evidence fit the expectations is a problematic feature of the literature dominated approach to Troy. 
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The Ground and its Implications 

 

“I see the use of obstacles as an absolute major moral plus.”
52

 

 

In reconstructing the ground there is a substantial amount of conflicting evidence based on the physical 

ground, the single literary source of Homer and interpretations of the various parties involved in the 

discussion. In the interpretations no one has given much, if any attention to the warfare of the day, 

particularly that it was a meeting of two styles of warfare that looked similar yet had key points of 

divergence. As yet no one has gone to the point of testing their proposal against the tactics and 

methods of the participants at Troy. Indeed many historians have given only minor points any attention, 

simply making an assertion of the ditches clearly being a defensive system and noting little more on 

the subject.
53

 Consequently my interpretation considers these factors and arrives at a point that does 

not entirely conform to any previous conclusions. Having evaluated and examined the debate relevant 

to the defences of Troy, a detailed picture can now be drawn.  

 

The city of Troy consists of a cyclopean walled citadel sited on top of a natural hill that has a steep, 

rocky escarpment on its north face. The hill slopes away from the summit down to the plain on the 

eastern and southern sides with swampy ground to the west and south western sides where a 

substantial river traverses the plain. There is a substantial lower town that conforms with the natural 

terrain extending from the citadel down the slope. The town is walled with a typical mud brick wall on 

a stone base.
54
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The reconstruction of a section of wall from Hatussa showing the stone base and  

casemate mud brick structure characteristic of defensive walls in the region.
55

 

 

The lower town walls run directly off the citadel walls from the acute angled points of the citadel wall 

at the north-west and north-eastern corners. This configuration is common in fortification in both 

preceding and subsequent centuries in such terrain where a piece of high ground positions a citadel at 

one end of a settlement. The wall forms a rough oblong enclosure, stretching towards the south and 

south-east. The lower town wall has a number of gates at various points. Outside the lower town wall 

at a distance varying from 70 to 120 metres is a ditch cut into the bedrock in some areas and 

interrupted at points corresponding to the town wall gates by causeways. The ditch varies in depth and 

width, being deeper and wider each side of each of the causeways, but generally around three metres 

wide and deep.  

 

The width of the causeways varies substantially between the southern gate and the other causeways 

with the southern causeway being ten metres wide (double that of the others). To the rear of each 

causeway is a palisade gate that runs parallel to the ditch, and extends several metres past each side of 

the causeway. The palisades are gated with a double leaf gate and have a centre post set inside the 

gateway. The main gateway (southern) is set into the bedrock. The outer ditch has a deviation, from 

paralleling the wall at the southern end, turning outwards to the west of the main gate before turning 

back to a course to parallel the town wall. This is the feature previously mentioned as “the bend”. 

Otherwise it follows the general line of the town wall with a notable possibility that it takes into 
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account the contour of the ground in order to have any pooling water from runoff collect either side of 

the gateways and on the outer corners on the ditch line.  

 

The question of the ditches’ draining potential was strongly criticised by Jablonka with his noting that 

water cannot run uphill.
56

 In fact when the contours are taken into consideration it becomes apparent 

that there are specific areas that will frequently be flooded with near stagnant water. These are notably 

the outside corners and alongside the causeways which are deeper and wider than other sections of the 

ditch. The outside turns of the ditch are points of vulnerability where the defender is unable to deploy 

as many troops as an attacker and this additional complexity would aid in defence of these areas. Only 

short portions of the ditch have been excavated, but within these portions broken pottery and animal 

remains – particularly horses - were found at lower levels below the main levels of destruction debris. 

Without further evidence it is impossible to make any fast conclusions, however, an observation from 

Piers Reid may have a bearing on this question. “One of the things I discovered in Nam, was that the 

guys felt really really good and it really made a difference if they could improvise some obstacles”. It 

is possible that the debris was put there deliberately, including the carcasses of hoses killed near-by, to 

make crossing the ditch more difficult. If this is the case then crossing the ditch near the causeways 

would involve a stagnant pool containing rotting carcasses and with submerged broken pottery which 

adds complexity to an obstacle, greatly enhancing its effectiveness.
57

 

 

 

Pooling points in the ditch. The weakest areas, the outside corners and the causeways  

and outer corners are at the lowest points and retain water. 
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The question of the composition of the ditches is somewhat overstated by the defenders of Homer’s 

Troy, with Jablonka claiming to have amply demonstrated that the ditch was clearly backed by a 

continuous rampart and palisade wall. 

 

 

A ditch with a palisaded rampart set back from it. The Jablonka theroy. 

 

In fact there is absolutely no evidence for Jablonka’s assertion. It is certainly possible, but noithing has 

been found to support this and there is substantial reason to believe this was not the case. Firstly were a 

full ramparted wall to exist it would need to be manned and there was simply not enough manpower to 

do this effectively. Secondly such a palisade/rampart  defensive system of this type, on this scale 

would be without precedent, and it would not be until the Romans - possibly influenced by Pyrrhus - 

began using such a system for marching camps that it would become common. Such a palisade set 

back from the ditch makes it ineffective, notably a criticism that Kolb levels for the ditch being 70-120 

metres from the town wall. Kolb is both correct and incorrect.
58

 In this case the space provides an 

attacker with a position he can move to and be out of observation if the wall is not fully manned. 

Indeed it provides a protected form up point for an assault and is consequently entirely counter-

productive.  

 

 

The ditch with a palisade fence only. 

 

Even assuming a simple palisade alone, the problems persist, including the fact that such a wall 

obscures much of the view of the plains from the walls, particularly areas closer to the ditch. This 
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reduces the Trojans’ capacity for observing an enemy’s movements and reacting to them. It is assumed 

by the supporters of this system that a complete fence is required to be effective, however, this is 

because they have failed to understand the purpose of the system. Kolb argues that the palisade only 

extends a few metres beyond each side of the gateway and is ineffective because it can be flanked. 

Seemingly in response, the idea of a full encircling pallisade has been embraced.
59

 However, there are 

numerous examples of an access gap being blocked by nothing more than a short linear wall, ditch or 

other obstacle. Roman camps for example frequently featured a ditch and rampart obstacle to block a 

direct attack on a gateway either inside or outside of the main camp ramapart.  

 

Schematic and photo of a Roman marching camp at Brough, Cumbria displaying 

an additional section of ditch and rampart standing proud of the gate.
60

 

 

These obstacles are never intended to “stop” an attack, rather their function is to blunt an attack and 

prevent a weak point being subjected to a direct assault. While the Roman camps do illustrate the easy 

manner in which a gap in a defensive line can be blocked, the Roman system substantially post dates 

the Trojan War. However, the same principle is already demonstrated both at Hatussa and Mycenae. 

At Hatussa the King’s Gate has a substantial tower directly in front of the gate with a curtain wall 

channeling an enemy force into making an oblique assault, greatly reducing its impact.  
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The remains and reconstruction of the King’s Gate at Hatussa showing the block to a direct assault.
61

 

 

At Mycenae a less effective, but still challenging method has been applied by turning the gate way to 

being 90° to the main wall forcing an attacking force to turn in its assault to attack the gate which is 

additionally protected by a protuding wall. 

 

 

A reconstruction of Mycenae shows another variation by  

having the main gate (at lower left) turned through 90°.
62

 

 

The problem in evaluation of these defences is that there is an assumption by many that a defensive 

object has to “stop” an enemy force. Kolb makes a particular issue of this; however, it is simply not 

correct. In reality the intended functions of “obstacles” (which includes fortifications) are more subtle 

and numerous than simply stopping an enemy cold. They are intended to channel an enemy into 

prepared killing zones, deny specific elements access (such as wheeled vehicles), delay, disrupt and 

break up formations and induce fatigue. All these things impact on the combat effectiveness of an 

attacker.   
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When it is understood that the function of the ditch is not to “stop” an enemy force, but rather, in this 

case, to strip it of its mobile arm and block its heavy siege engines, it becomes clear that this is 

achieved by a ditch alone with short blocks at the crossing points. 

 

 

Ditch with no additional  features.The most probable composition of the defensive lines. 

 

What is particularly notable at Troy is that the blocks are set behind the main defensive line where 

most such blocks are in front of the line. In this case the primary purpose of these blocks is to delay the 

heavy siege engines, rams and towers in use in the region, and allow them to be attacked and disabled 

before the defensive position can be overwhealmed. By placing the block to rear of the defensive line 

the Trojans would have the opportunity to attack the forward sides of the object with fire while the 

attacker’s foot support elements would be experiencing difficulty in making an attack along the 

exposed sides of the engine due to the proximity of the ditch. 

 

To the south of the southern face of the ditch line is a second ditch line which runs roughly parallel to 

the inner ditch and turns back in to enclose the area. This outer ditch is also interrupted by at least two 

causeways although there may be additional causeways. This outer ditch has been the source of both 

contention and confusion. It has either been dismissed as additional evidence of a drainage/irrigation 

system or the area requires dating as being pre-Trojan war and the result of population expansion –for 

which there is no evidence. Hence Kolb is validated in his pointing out that in this area, and in the 

immediate proximity of the ditches, that there is no evidence of other structures.
63

 But his conclusion 

as to what this signifies is incorrect no structures should be expected. If the ditches are to function and 

when viewed from a purely defensive value perspective this additional ditch exists within the context 

of the Trojans displaying a degree of additional attention to the southern causeway. The southern gate 

and causeway are the main crossing point to which the Trojans give an additional degree of protection. 

In this case the outer ditch provides an additional layer of depth to the defensive system. However, it is 

a weaker area as it is not covered by fire from the walls. But, most significantly, it would require 
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forcing an additional crossing point for any heavy siege engines. Consequently, it is entirely possible 

that the outer and inner ditches coexisted as part of the defensive system. 

 

 

The layout of all Troy’s defensive works displaying the outer ditch. 

 

The outer ditch remains an issue of some contention with the uncertainty surrounding its dating and 

specific composition. While, on the face of it, the outer ditch is a perfectly valid and functional 

defensive feature, it will not be employed further in this discussion. It is worth noting the Hittites 

pioneered the concept of concentric rings of defence and this out ditch is a viable variation of that 

concept.
64

 The model used will be the less complex single ditch that can be and reconstructed with a 

higher degree of confidence.  
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The layout of all Troy’s defensive works as employed for the purposes of this discussion. 

 

When considering the defensive potential of site several aspects are clear, even without considering the 

actions of any forces engaged. Firstly there is the potential for Trojan domination of the ground by fire. 

This is the result of several characteristics of missile fire, firstly that shooting anything from higher 

ground adds range to missile.  

 

The advantage of missile fire from an uphill position is a bonus in range. 

 

 

In consideration of this effect and the practical testing of bow ranges placing an effective range at 

between 70 and 100 metres it is reasonable to make an arbitrary and conservative assignment of 100 

metres effective range for the defenders at Troy.
65

 By overlaying a template on the walls the area of 

effective fire is clearly displayed and the reason for the placement of the ditches at 70 to 120 metres 
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from the wall becomes apparent. The obstacle (ditch line) is – as is one of the essential principles of 

obstacles – covered by fire.
66

  

 

 

The effective range of a bow from the walls of Troy is shown in the red overlay. 

 

Any effort to secure a crossing of the ditch at any point, or assault a gate area, will be undertaken 

under fire from the walls. This is also within “effective range” of the walls, but at the extreme range of 

an attacker regardless of any other reactive action by the defenders.
67

 For an attacker’s archers to be 

effective against the defenders on the wall they will have to advance into the killing zone, making 

them vulnerable to counter attack by chariots or foot soldiers. 

 

 

Archers shooting from walls have additional height which gives a range advantage while an  

attacker shooting from ground level needs to get closer in order to hit a target on the walls. 
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It is the area between the ditches and the walls that is the “killing zone”, an area dominated by the 

Trojans both by fire and their ability to sally from any of the multiple gates.   

The layout of Troy clearly displays a complex, yet economic, defensive system that displays a high 

degree of understanding of the principles of obstacles and defensive works. The sophistication of the 

works is impressive and indicates that warfare itself was a deal more technically advanced, regardless 

of technological issues, than is indicated by Homer. But before we can examine how battle at Troy 

may have played out, we need to review the nature, composition, organisational structures and 

methods of the participants.  
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Warfare in Greece and Anatolia  

 

It is certainly possible to give a presentation of “ancient warfare” as a generic phenomenon 

encompassing all areas with some specific regional peculiarities. However, in order to understand the 

significance of Troy’s defences an examination of differences in how warfare was undertaken in the 

regions of the attacker and defender is essential. Combat of the Trojan War is most frequently treated 

as “Homeric warfare”, as portrayed in the Iliad. But this is entirely a constructed device of literature. 

His representations certainly contain elements that are verifiable, but these must be seen as largely 

coincidental rather than conclusive evidence. Notably his work also contains much that has little or no 

context contemporary to a Trojan War. A dependence on Homer is entirely unhelpful and can lead to 

questionable conclusions.
68

  

 

When we go back to the sources other than Homer, archaeological evidence, artefacts, contemporary 

artistic representations and ancient texts, we get a more undiluted picture of warfare at the time. 

Although a lack of documents makes a detailed a conclusive evaluation possible, we can certainly 

discern what is most probable.
69

 Immediately the differences between how war was undertaken in 

Anatolia and in Greece become apparent. While Troy lies in an overlap of influence between 

Mycenaean Greece
70

 and the Hittite Empire, the defences of Troy display a distinctly Anatolian 

context.  The two most important factors are chariot warfare and siege warfare. Additionally how men 

were armed and armoured gives clues as to how they fought. This information is found in the physical 

evidence of actual items and backed by a reasonable amount of art work and some text. Looking at the 

arms, organisation, methods and motivations of each participant leads us into another routinely 

overlooked aspect the concept of combined arms. It becomes apparent that the respective forces were 

configured to operate in an integrated manner. Once this is accomplished, it is then possible to evaluate, 

to some degree, the nature of combat between Mycenaean and Trojan armies at Troy. 
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An understanding of how and why war was waged at the time helps to understand the nature of the 

armies carrying out that warfare. The geography of each area plays a significant role in how warfare 

developed. The vast open areas of Anatolia meant that any desire to maintain security required a high 

degree of mobility and organisation. In contrast Greece was a land of “mountain barriers and Aegean 

sea lanes”.
71

 Warfare in Greece tended towards being border disputes about farmable land rather than 

quests for domination. What is clear is that war was not waged in the ancient world for glory.
72

 Such 

considerations would not dictate how armies would operate. In this environment the introduction of the 

chariot revolutionised warfare from being foot combat with stabbing or slashing weapons into warfare 

of tactical mobility.
73

 The Hittites were among its most serious practitioners of war and diplomacy 

which were serious enterprises in the ancient world.
74

 The Hittite war machine was able to venture as 

far as Babylon and take it twice, through either force of arms of negotiation.
75

 

 

In Anatolia warfare was about mobile armies and fortifications, in a manner similar to the crusades in 

the Levant. In Anatolia, “no army bent on conquest could force a strategic decision as long as the 

defender refused to give battle.”
76

 It has even been hypothesised that the growth of chariot warfare 

itself led to the development of siege warfare. That the Hittites were able to establish the most 

powerful state of the Near East demonstrates that they had mastered the arts of mobile and siege 

warfare.
77

 Countering the Hittite abilities on land the Mycenaean’s had more of a reputation as a naval 

power as supported by lists of rowers documented at Pylos.
78

 Certainly the Hittites viewed the Greeks 

as one of the most powerful of their western neighbours and notably in spite of being a continental 

power, the Hittite kings never ventured out on to the sea.
79

 Goetze goes as far as to say that “one might 

say they appear clearly at a disadvantage as soon as they reached the coast”.
80

 From this we can 

generally see that the Mycenaean’s were somewhat more advantaged at sea while the Anatolian region 

was more focused on mobile and siege warfare, with an advantage of resources that allowed for a 

larger mounted forces. 
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At the time of the Trojan War there is little evidence for horses being ridden and none for cavalry.
81

 

The reason for this was the comparatively small size of the horse at this time. For the Greeks this was 

compounded by the limited resources of Greece where ownership of a horse was reserved for the 

wealthy and was indeed a status symbol. This would account for there being no evidence that the 

Mycenaean’s used “massed chariots” in the manner of Hittites, but Greenhalgh feels it a reasonable 

speculation.
82

 Linear B tablets detail enough chariots to demonstrate it was a significant inventory item 

regardless of speculation, so the chariot clearly did remain an important arm for Mycenaeans and was 

“of central importance in late Helladic Greece”.
83

 Arguments that the chariot was a status symbol and 

employed only as a battlefield taxi do not function when considering the actual combat effectiveness 

of the chariot arm and the simple expenses of training pairs of horses. It is entirely counterintuitive to 

claim that such an expense and effort should be directed towards employing a limited resource into 

performing a task that could be carried out by a cart and plough horse.   

 

The sheer impact of the chariot on warfare indicates that it was simply too valuable a fighting system 

to be relegated by a societal convention“…in little more than a century, the light war chariot became 

familiar in an area extending from Greece to India, and from south Russia to Egypt.”84 Indeed the 

chariot remained a dominant arm on the battlefield until horses, until then too small to be ridden had 

“evolved – or more likely been bred – to sufficient size the chariot fell out of use in favour of 

cavalry”.
85

 Without a good context for arguing against the Mycenaean chariot arguments seeking to 

devalue it have been based on questioning its effectiveness and thereby negating its value as a combat 

arm. In this regard there are two particular areas of contention. Chariot against chariot and chariot 

against infantry. 

 

In chariot against chariot combat, Drews contends that it was impossible for chariots to engage in 

lateral spear attacks on other chariots,
86

 but this was subsequently has been proven as being entirely 

practical through field testing. Everson details the use of a long spear from a chariot moving at speed 
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by re-enactor Mike Loads in a Windfall Films documentary, Machines That Time Forgot: Chariot, 

2003.
87

 The records of the battle of Kadesh – the first occasion a battle has been recorded in detail – 

gives us a very clear picture of two superpowers engaged in mobile warfare employing large 

formations of chariot’s.  This was clearly chariot verses chariot battle on a grand scale and fits well 

with the assertion by Gabriel that Hittite tactical doctrine made the chariot the arm of decision, as 

Alexander would later do with cavalry.
88

 Aiken details the Hittite and allied chariots at Kadesh, as 

using javelins, not bows and carrying a third-man shield bearer with two man chariots without 

shields.
89

 Again this is highly suggestive of direct contact between chariots, a form of jousting in fact. 

This also helps to put the Mycenaean chariot into the context of operating with an armoured fighter 

and unarmoured driver. 

In chariot versus infantry combat Littauer and Crouwel describe the idea of cavalry charging infantry 

formations to be a “myth” because of the damage they would suffer as a result.
90

 Moorey Supports this 

arguing that chariots were “never used to charge into dense formations of infantry” citing the visual 

representations in Western Asia and Egypt and concluding therefore they were only mobile archery 

platforms used to harass and break up infantry formations.
91

 This does not account for the fact that 

when threatened by mounted troops, foot soldiers tend to contract, even when under fire. Consequently 

mounted archers will impede infantry but certainly not “break up” formations. Additionally Everson 

observes that damage concerns did not prevent cavalry charging infantry in any other period because 

the greatest factor in determining the success of cavalry charging infantry is the intimidation factor.
92

 

There are also visual representations of chariots engaging infantry. Even the much vaunted “square” of 

the Napoleonic Wars was not proof against cavalry and a square that lacked discipline was liable to be 

broken simply by the intimidation of charging cavalry such as at Garcia Hernandez July 23, 1812 

where several squadrons of British Light Dragoons and King’s German Legion broke three successive 

French squares.  
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Detail of grave stele from Grave Five, Mycenae.
93

 

 

As Everson observes, its takes great discipline on the part of infantry to stand in the face of charging 

cavalry, either chariot or pure horse.
94

 This is the key to the issue: much military action is effective 

through intimidation rather than actual contact with the enemy. Infantry have always been, and remain, 

exceedingly wary of mounted troops. Amongst these possibilities, at the time of the Trojan War 

chariots were armed with a variety of weapons and seemingly armed for either mounted or foot combat, 

allowing for some flexibility.
95

 But the indicator is that the long spear was the primary weapon of the 

Greek chariot as it was with the Hittites who strongly influenced the Greeks according to 

Greenhalgh.
96

 This conforms with the image we have and clearly chariot to chariot and chariot against 

infantry combat is both exceedingly possible and probable. At Troy the chariot can reasonably be 

expected to have been a dominant arm on the battlefield. 

 

Goetze asserts that in Anatolia, defenders, "running away from the chariots, sought protection in 

walled cities".
97

 In Egypt as well the rise of the chariot during the Middle Kingdom led to simple rams 

and siege towers coming into use.
98

 The result was the rise of deliberate siege warfare and the 

development of defences. Kern describes ancient siege warfare as the “the most dangerous form of war 

in the ancient world. It was fought at close range, the defenders were well protected but the attackers 

terribly exposed, and the task of overcoming the barrier was agonizingly time consuming, leaving the 

soldiers exposed for long periods of time. It took place before the eyes of the defenders, so surprise 
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was difficult.”
99

With these difficulties an attacker faces a defender secure within good defences and 

the tactical imperative lies with the attacker as “… no army bent on conquest could force a strategic 

decision as long as the defender refused to give battle.”
100

  

 

An attacker seeking resolution must therefore either find a way to overcome the defences or fail. In the 

vast open borders of the Hittite Empire such a skill was essential for national survival and the evidence 

is strongly indicative that such warfare was both common and developed to high level in Anatolia. 

Capturing cities was the key route to achieving military supremacy.
101

 The seriousness with which 

sieges were undertaken is noted in Hittite documents by the length of time they could take to be 

resolved with Kern describing sieges being able to continue “almost indefinitely.”
102

 “Egyptian 

documents record a siege lasting for three years, and Hittite sources reveal that one siege continued for 

an incredible nine years.”
103

 Unfortunately this document did not name a location. 

 

The manner in which a siege was executed is only partially detailed, yet still with enough information 

to know what machines and methods were employed. First came the ramp, a method of building up a 

counterwork to overlook and dominate defender’s walls.
104

  The Hittites learned the use of ramps from 

older Mesopotamian use.
105

 It would become fairly widespread and was quite probably employed in 

Greece as well, it certainly would be in the later period before more engineering skill would be applied 

to defeating defensive works. It is however of limited effectiveness and at Troy the employment of 

such ramps would first require that the ditches be defeated. There exists no evidence that this happened, 

either physical or written. Assuming that an attacker is able to close with a city’s wall the most 

common assault method was the battering ram. It was one of the earliest forms of device to overcome 

defences dating from at least 2500BCE.
106
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Left: An eroded early Dynastic Period seal (mid 3rd millenium BC) showing a siege tower and battering ram assaulting a 

fortification. Right: Seal from Tell Beydar, Syria (c. 2400-2250 BC) showing siege towers.
107

 

 

In this particular instance we have some contemporary illustrations that provide us with some details. 

These give us some information but later (9
th

-7
th

 century BC) Assyrian illustrations offer better, details 

that, at the very least, have a contextual link with the Hittite machines. Although postdating the Trojan 

War they are around a thousand years closer to it and it is reasonable to believe that some evolution 

took place prior to the war rather than entirely after it.  

 

This 9
th

 century Assyrian illustration bares a strong resemblance to the  

ram depicted on the Tell Beydar seal of over 1500 years earlier.
108

 

 

In those instances the ram was usually also a tower which carried archers and men to defend the 

machine from its most common counter: fire. The rams were employed against mud brick walls, as 

demonstrated by the ram always being depicted at an elevated angle to deal with the soft wall rather 

than the stone socle bases of the walls. 
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Six wheeled battering ram from the time of Ashurnasirpal II (9
th

 century BC.)
109

 

 

 

Multi-method attack on a city emplying ram and scaling ladders. Note in  

particular the ditch at lower left which Frank Kolb argues had no precedent.
110

 

 

Collapseable battering ram showing a warrior dowsing the ram with water to 

 put out a fire. From the time of King Sennacherib (7
th

 century BC.)
111

 

 

Kern makes the observation that the combination of ramps and rams may indicate how the Hittites 

dealt with moats and low out walls.
112

 Enticingly a number of later illustrations can be interpreted to 

show the combined employment of ramps and ram-towers. 
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Detail of two battering rams assaulting a wall via a ramp.  

Relief from time of Tiglath-pileser III (8
th
 century BC.)

113
 

 

To augment the pictorial evidence we have very specific text detailing two sieges in the eighteenth 

century documents from Mari, a city on the upper Euphrates. These  give us the first clear evidence of 

siege warfare referring to the exploits of an Assyrian king Ishme-Dagan. His battle reports included 

references to towers and rams. 

 

Thus with Ishme-Dagan, thy brother: “After I conquered [names of three cities]. I turned and 

laid siege to Hurara. I set against it the siege towers and battering-rams and in seven days I 

vanquished it. Be pleased” 

 

… As soon as I had approached the town of Qirhadat I set up siege towers. By sapping I caused 

its walls to collapse. On the eight day I seized the city of Qirhadat. Rejoice.
114

 

 

Kern argues effectively that such assault systems did lead to the development of improved defences 

using a painting from Beni Hasan. 

 

“Primitive as this battering ram was, it clearly impressed the painter, who show it as the main 

weapon in the siege. The impressive fortifications shown in the Beni Hasan painting were 

surely a response to this new weapon.”
115

 

 

While in Mycenaean Greece defences were constructed with near identical methods, they display less 

sophistication and are notably lacking in substantial depth. There exist no outer works or double 

curtain walls such as at Hatussa. It is also significant that a substantial portion of major settlements 
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such as Mycenae itself had the bulk of it population living outside the walls. That argument that the 

Greeks had less skill in both defences and siege methods is supported by this and the fact that around 

the period of the Trojan War many Mycenaean cities undertook a program of extending their walls, 

addressing an existing weakness not evident in Anatolian cities. While it can’t be conclusively 

demonstrated that the Mycenaeans entirely lacked in advanced siege technology, there exists no 

evidence that they did possess such engineering skill, and much that they did not. In the absence of any 

new contrary evidence it is only reasonable to accept that they lacked the ability to deal with complex 

defences. As Kern observed, although we know much about the art of fortification in the third 

millennium, we know less about how attackers overcame these “formidable barriers”.
116

 

 

In considering other aspects of warfare the employment of missile weapons stands out, and once again 

a less than accurate understanding has been arrived at via Homer. Initially it was believed, from the 

Iliad, that archery was of little significance to the Mycenaeans, but this has been undermined by the 

linear B tablets detailing stocks of arrow heads.
117

 Drews describes that an acceptance of the bow 

playing a larger part than was once believed as “inescapable”.
 118

  

 

To make archery an effective element in combat, units of spearmen and close-quarters infantry must be 

provided to protect the archers and to follow through after the enemy ranks have been thinned and 

demoralised by arrow showers.
119

 The bow has been demonstrated to be an effective ranged weapon 

that had good range and a high rate of fire. Miller details testing to achieve a quiverful of 30 arrows 

being shot in three minutes and150 arrows could be shot by a single archer in fifteen minutes.
120

 Miller 

also describes the rise of bows in the Levant and Mesopotamia as related to the tactic of softening up 

defences with an arrow shower from a distance which led to the development of double lines of 

defences “so that attackers would eventually have to cross open ground of known range, at a 

considerable disadvantage”.
121

  

 

One of the great weaknesses of the archer is the lack of defence and to be an effective element in 

combat they had to be provided with close protection infantry.
122

 The image of archers being protected 

is common in a variety of roles, defending walls, mounted on chariots and as infantry. Given that this 
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amount of effort was directed towards ranged fire, effectively requiring two men for one weapon, it is 

apparent that ranged fire was a significant feature of the period. A very common missile weapon in 

support was the sling which was a low cost, yet significantly effective weapon still in use by some 

hunters today. Although seldom immediately lethal, it was an effective system of harassment fire. 

Notably stockpiles of sling stones are associated with Troy’s destruction level. Although the throwing 

of spears was always possible, and was virtually a feature of single combat narration from Homer to 

Aeschylus, it is unlikely that it was a feature of a Mycenaean force given the size and weight as 

evidenced by the spearheads. 

 

In fact the spear was for thousands of years the primary infantry weapon. It was not until the Romans 

employed their short sword, the gladius, that a sword would be a main weapon of close combat, and 

this was an isolated aberration. This is confirmed with the common archaeological finds of early Greek 

weapons being the heads of heavy thrusting spears.
123

 According to Greenhalgh the long spear was 

also the primary weapon of the Greek chariot and with the Hittites who strongly influenced the 

Greeks.
124

 What can be learned from existing artefacts and text records elaborates on the understanding 

of how warriors operated.  

 

 

Socketed spearheads for fighting spears, not throwing javelins
125

 

 

The Mycenaeans evidently favoured either being armoured or carrying a shield, but not both. The 

shields were large enough to cover the body and initially were slung over the body with hand grips 

being a later introduction. Egyptian shields were also fitted with a strap allowing them be carried over 
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the shoulder which Miller argues was for the purposes of storming defences while“ leaving his hands 

free for climbing, hacking and fighting”.
126

 

 

 

Detail of hunting scene from a dagger blade, Shaft Grave IV 
127

 

 

The hunting dagger of Mycenae gives us an excellent visual representation of the large figure of eight 

and tower shields, also depicting the use of spears with two hands giving greater control and power 

than with a single handed spear. The Mycenaean foot warrior was also equipped with a boars tusk 

helmet, unique to the Greeks and dating from around 1650BC, while in other regions bronze helmets 

were in use.
128

 With a large shield, double handed spear and helmet, the Mycenaean warrior was 

reasonably well protected, however he would not have been particularly agile and when the narrow, 

pointed sword, suitable for stabbing is considered, it seems highly likely that they fought in close 

formation.  

 

 

Bronze Mycenaean swords, riveted at the hilt with no tang and narrow, these swords  

would be weak if used to slash. The pointed tip indicates a stabbing weapon.
129

 

 

Once in close contact with an enemy it is more practical to stab than slash and the shields will create 

an unbroken wall allowing for mutual protection. This is a substantial departure from what is usually 
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assumed of ancient warfare, but this is what the evidence indicates. This is somewhat supported by the 

Warrior Vase which shows a line of warriors uniformly equipped and seemingly almost in step. These 

warriors also carry a more conventional round shield with a circular cut-out. This uniform 

representation could equally simply be an artistic convention though. 

 

 

The “Warrior Vase” found by Schliemann at Mycenae
130

 

 

The frescos at Santorini display an image of Mycenaean warriors that could very easily be described as 

a form of phalanx. This is less easy to dismiss as simple artistic convention and coincides with the 

existing physical evidence. 

 

Bronze Age warfare from Thera fresco showing warriors in an apparent phalanx formation and carrying tower style 

shields.
131

 The boars tusk helmet, a ”unique Greek invention”, identifies them as Mycenaean. 
132

 

 

This visual evidence remains limited and only indicative of what is possible. If it were the case that the 

Mycenaeans operated in close formation using thrusting weapons, both sword and spear, then they 

would have been displaying the infantry tactics of later Roman republic legionaries. While this seems 

an unlikely stretch, it is worth remaining aware that close formations are more effective and that when 

under threat of threat of cavalry and missiles men tend to instinctively close in on each other for 
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mutual protection. The Myceneans and demonstrated themselves to be effective in war as noted by the 

Hittite texts 

 

The contentious crossover point between the infantry and chariots for the Mycenaeans is the question 

of the Dendra armour. Much debate has taken place as to whether this was foot armour, or too 

inflexible and heavy to be anything other than a chariot mounted warrior’s. It is certainly not the 

armour of a cavalryman mounted on a horse due to the lower belt plates that protect the legs.
133

 These 

arguments have also been used to argue for the chariot as a combat vehicle. As has been shown already, 

however, this is not required. It is also not an entirely compelling argument as the Dendra armour can 

be used effectively as foot armour based on practical evaluations by Dan Howard. Howard does note 

some issues with over arm actions including slashing or throwing.
134

 However, in the previously 

detailed evaluations we can see that this may well not have been an issue for a Mycenaean infantryman. 

An evaluation of the armour by armorers and foot combat re-enactors, Justin and Sophie Stockbridge, 

suggests that the armour could well have had alternative configurations for foot or mounted action 

with the lower plates potentially detachable.
135

  

 

Dan Howard’s reconstructed Dendra armour based closely on the original  
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artefact, note no shield and handling a heavy spear with both hands.
136

 

 

Knowing about how warriors were armed and in what manner they may have fought is not enough to 

be able to gauge accurately battlefield actions, and a wider understanding of how different arms can be 

employed effectively for mutual benefit is needed for this. Simply put, a small force will be 

disproportionally more combat effective than a larger one if its composition is appropriately balance 

for the environment it is operating in and the nature of its enemy. One of the most obvious examples of 

this is the Roman legion, which far from being a pure infantry formation, was actually a flexible force 

with dedicated artillery, well supported by auxiliary cavalry as noted by House, it was an integrated 

combined arms force.
137

 This issue has been problematic through history and is repeatedly taken up by 

military theorists who see a need to offset the arguments of single arm force supporters. This is 

particularly prevalent in times of rapid technological advances. House records one generals taking 

issue with this problem during the First World War. 

 

We have gotten into the fashion of talking of cavalry tactics, artillery tactics, and infantry tactics. 

This distinction is nothing but mere abstraction. There is but one art, and that is the tactics of the 

combined arms.
138

 

 

In order to understand why combined arms are more effective than a single arm an example is helpful. 

At Waterloo Marshal Ney, in command while Napoleon was ill, ordered the massed French cavalry to 

charge the British infantry, whom he had mistakenly assumed were retreating. In fact they had simply 

retired off the crest of the ridge they were on to reduce their casualties and the charge met well-

prepared “squares” of infantry and suffered substantial casualties with no result. A man on a horse 

cannot damage infantrymen in close formation, but he can be shot at in return by many weapons. If the 

infantry do not break from intimidation, the cavalry will fail. However, they are a very good target for 

missile weapons which they counter by going into open formation or lying down. Either of these 

actions will make them easy fodder for a mounted enemy. In this particular case, had the French 

supported the cavalry with artillery, they would have “blown the British off that ridge in three 

minutes”, being caught between conflicting tactical responses to a multiple threat.
139
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The existence of multi-armed forces and the concept of combined arms existence in the ancient world 

is exemplified in Troy’s ditches. The ditches are designed to deprive an attacker, firstly of his wall 

breaking capability, secondly of his mounted arm. They allow an attacker to close on walls, but only 

on foot and under constant fire. In this killing ground the Trojans retain their own mounted arm and 

can deploy them from any of the gates to force the same tactical response conflict on their attackers. 

Disperse to negate the effects of the archers and slingers, or compact to protect themselves from the 

threat of chariots? As Everson observes, its takes great discipline on the part of infantry to stand in the 

face of charging cavalry, either chariot or pure horse.
140

 It is at this point that issues of leadership, 

motivation and troop quality come into play. 

 

The question of why some troops break and run while others continue to fight is not an easy one to 

answer in the sense that it cannot be calculated accurately, but in principle it is well understood what 

factors are in play. These are; leadership, motivation or mind-set, equipment and training. Leadership 

is one of the great difficulties of ancient armies. Leaders tended to be few in number and of the social 

elite. Frequently death or disabling of a commander on the battlefield could turn events, as with Harold 

being knocked from his horse at Hasting. Even flight from the field, such as Darius III at Gaugamela, 

could reverse the tactical situation and result in defeat. There existed no concept of lower level 

leadership until the emergence of the centurion class in the Roman army. To be specific the lower level 

leadership referred to is an idea of leaders at very low level. The “most powerful man on the battlefield” 

as Reid calls him, is the section commander. “If he does his job well everything works.”
141

 In an 

ancient army there existed no structure or even social context for leadership at this level. This single 

factor alone reduces the flexibility, initiative and resilience of a force. 

 

A lack of low level leadership limited the number of unit actions and tasks that a force can undertake. 

Without effective leaders a group of warriors could not simply be detached to carry out an important 

task, even if it only required a comparatively few men. This could well have been a factor at Troy, 

where it would have been essential to split of covering forces to obstruct potential counter attacks. 

Even then the inter-city rivalries and jealousies of those leaders could well have had tactical 

implications. Battlefield coordination then becomes an issue itself which will impact on the execution 

of well laid plans. The Hittites display some instances of tactical surprise with the “unexpected timing 

of assaults, such as during the midday heat or even at night” being recorded.
142

 These sorts of actions 
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require excellent coordination and timing of execution, it is difficult to see the a composite Mycenaean 

force operating as individual regional contingents operating effectively over a dispersed area without 

any effective communication. 

 

Motivation is one of the factors that is easier to define in this instance. The Greeks are fighting as an 

invader, seeking the destruction of an enemy city. With that destruction will come material wealth in 

the form of materials and slaves. Wood notes the recording of an influx of slaves in Greece around the 

time of Trojan War.
143

 There is of course also the notoriety and social standing that comes with being 

victorious. Although not a primary motivator for going to war, it was clearly a driving factor in the 

desire to win. These factors require an overt maintaining of morale in order to fight. On the other side 

the Trojans have a very simple, yet entirely more compelling reason to fight well. If they are defeated, 

their city will be destroyed and the survivors, the women and children, enslaved. This motivation of 

desperation is possibly the easiest for the modern observer to empathise with. It is certainly easy to 

grasp that the Trojans will be fully aware of what turning and running at the wrong time will mean for 

their city. Augmenting motivation is the warrior’s training, “the major part of a soldier’s practical and 

psychological preparation for battle.”
144

 In the palace economies of Greece linear B tablets are 

suggestive of good sized forces of full time warriors being maintained for security and it is evident 

from stores records that these troops carried out “spring manoeuvres”
145

 In Anatolia, the Hittites 

certainly maintained a sizeable full time force of warriors who would form the basis for a larger 

wartime army and their training formalised to point of training manuals. Hittite texts from Böghazkoy 

including the famous training manual relating to the breeding and training horses written by one 

Kikkuli.
146

 

  

The traditional picture of fighting at Troy is often based on Homer with the evidence being viewed 

though a filter that seeks to get it to fit the literature. Rather than Heroes engaging each other with a 

general mob as a background, the actual fighting would have been substantially more focused on 

forces engaging in serious battle with a view to winning. This is not a rabble of primitively armed an 

indifferently led spear fodder. These are forces of soldiers, equipped with state of the art arms and 
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armour of the day, and led by skilled, motivated and intelligent leaders who have been soldiers their 

entire lives and who seek, with complete focus, the destruction of their enemy. 
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Combat at Troy 

To use a well-worn military expression, for the purposes of this exercise, we are accepting that a Greek 

force has invaded Troy with the intention of taking the city. What stands between that army and 

victory is a killing zone. “For most death in battle takes place within the well-defined and fairly narrow 

‘killing zones’, of which the ‘no-mans-land’ of trench warfare is the best known and most 

comprehensible example.”
147

 Keegan describes the relative “killing zones” as being that area between 

fighting forces, naming the ancient ones as being particularly narrow – the reach of a sword – and 

noting that when a killing zone can be made wider the impact is greater.
148

 At Troy the killing zone is 

not a coincidental consequence of battle; it is a deliberate, contrived and well prepared area. Its impact 

on an attacker seeking to breach Troy’s walls is significant and the part they play is crucial in 

demonstrating why the city was able to withstand a number of attacks. At the same time it raises the 

question of how the city did eventually fall. The key to this question is understanding how sieges may 

be resolved.  

 

In broad terms, there are one of three outcomes to a siege: defeat, a negotiated ending or the siege 

being lifted. More specifically these outcomes are often a combination of the following possibilities: 

direct assault, deception, a special operation, betrayal, defeat of the besieger, negotiation, or the 

besieger giving up. Significantly, many military theorists will employ the Iliad as illustrative of special 

operation - having no particular issue with discussions of whether or not it actually happened. Indeed 

Arquilla argues that fictional accounts often led to a better demonstration of a concept than factual 

accounts which are constrained by a lack of full knowledge. Arquilla uses the Iliad as his first chapter 

in his work on special operation, From Troy to Entebbe: special operations in ancient and modern 

times, with the fall of Troy offering a textbook example of a coup de main;
149

 a special operation that 

defeats layers of defences in a single action. It is intriguing to attempt to provide an explanation for the 

fall of the city, but it does remain outside the scope of this paper which focuses on the ditches and how 

they work, not speculation on how they were circumvented.  

 

Any effort to defeat the defences of Troy by direct assault by a Mycenaean army is unlikely to be 

successful due to the number of problems and the combined complexity that the defences present. In 

evaluating how this may have played out, a single narration of an attack, followed by some specific 
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variations helps in cataloguing the issues an attacker has to deal with. It is important to understand that 

it is impossible to account for all potentialities on a battlefield as “war is a highly complex affair with a 

virtually fully infinite number of variables”.
150

 Additionally our understanding of these armies and 

their abilities remains incomplete, but we have a good level of knowledge with which to offer 

reasonable speculations. Ultimately a force did defeat these defences and Troy was destroyed, but it 

would seem highly likely that Troy did not fall to a direct assault. 

 

One key element of the fighting around Troy is that it is very likely that Troy maintained an effective 

and moderately sized chariot force, with Kolb basing elements of his arguments on Troy’s economy 

being substantially dependent on raising horses.
151

 In all situations the mobility of this force, combined 

with interior lines, concealed movement and a high degree of intelligence meant that any attacker was 

always faced with the possibility of a mobile counter-attack launched from an  inconvenient location 

and directed at the point at which the attacker would least want to face such an attack. This is the very 

tactical problem that Aeschylus addresses in Seven against Thebes.
152

 As a veteran soldier Aeschylus 

understood, the only way to neutralise the attacking potential of a multi-gated city is to simultaneously 

attack all its gates. What is obvious is that to launch a successful attack on this city, an attacker would 

require sufficient numbers and independent units to cover each of the city’s exits. The attacker’s troops 

will also require the discipline and combat effectiveness to take and hold at least one crossing point 

under fire, cross the open area to the town wall while under fire and threat of chariot attack, the 

technical skill to breach the wall in some way and then finally invade the town itself.  

 

The burden of action is with the Mycenaean attacker at Troy, as true siege, in which the city is 

surrounded and communications interdicted, is beyond their resources. Therefore a successful result 

depends on taking the city. Any other result is a failure that would represent an extreme expenditure in 

resources without return and a loss of honour that would seriously undermine the position of not just 

the commander of the expedition but all the leaders. This tactical imperative is consistent with 

Dupuy’s “timeless verities of combat”.
153

 Other items on his list are equally appropriate in the Trojan 

environment.  
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It is reasonable to assume that a major coordinated effort to break into Troy would be launched from 

the south. The force of Greeks approaches from their camp with the elite warriors - for the purposes of 

this evaluation called heroes and companions - mounted in chariots supported by foot “spearmen” and 

archers. The spearmen form up in close formation being armed with large shields, slung over their 

shoulders and a heavy spear as their main weapon. Some wear leather armour but most are 

unarmoured except for a boar’s tusk helmet. 

 

 

Assault on Troy. The Greek army approaches the southern gate. 

 

The Trojans observe the Greeks approaching and reinforce the outer gate with a force of infantry and 

archers led by several heroes and man the town walls with archers opposite the ditch gate. The Greek 

chariots are unable to cross the causeway because of the tight turn they would have to make at walking 

pace under the Trojan defenders. The Greeks dismount some of their heroes and companions who take 

their place in the front ranks of the infantry and move towards the causeway and gate while leaving a 

sizable portion of their force as a reserve. As they approach they come under fire both from the city 

walls and archers on the flanks of the palisade that are able to shoot directly at the Greeks from behind 

the protection of the ditches. The Greek archers initially deployed behind the infantry move out to the 

wings and exchange fire with the Trojans. The archers work in pairs with the archer being protected by 

a shield man.   
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The attack opens with a Greek attempt to take the palisade gate. 

 

The exchange of fire makes it difficult for the Greek spearmen to deal with the defenders at the 

gateway, confining them to the area directly in front of the palisade.  The Greek archers begin to 

extend their line beyond that of the Trojans, who tend to stay closer to the palisade and to their line of 

retreat to the town gate. The open ends of the palisade begin to tell on the defenders and the Greek 

spearmen, protected from ranged fire by the palisade itself and with the well-armoured heroes in the 

front rank, make progress towards enveloping the wall. Greek archers sensing success begin to cross 

the ditch, but the fire from the walls takes a toll on them. This is a crucial time for the defenders in this 

engagement as they judge the perfect time to release their chariots. Once the Greeks have fully 

committed themselves to attack and are on the verge of overwhelming the gate, the Trojan chariots 

drive out from one or more of the gates. They drive directly towards the causeway opposite each gate 

until they stop and turn from column into line. This will take more time than driving at speed directly 

toward the fighting, but the impact will be more effective if the attack is carried out with greater 

numbers and in close formation. 
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The Greeks flank the gate and the Trojans prepare to counter attack. 

 

The Greeks begin to flank the defenders at the gate who begin to give up the position and flee for the 

town gate. The defending Trojans are better equipped for running than the Greeks who are slowed 

somewhat, both by the fatigue of the fight and their large shields. The Greeks envelop the gate and 

some of the warriors attempt to open the gate while others pursue the fleeing Trojans. This type of 

pursuit is common when an enemy flees from hand-to-hand combat and will result in formations 

breaking up and becoming disorganised in their enthusiasm.
154

 Although some of the Greeks will 

observe the Trojan chariots and be aware of the threat, it takes experience and discipline to hold a 

group together when there is the inviting sight of a defeated and running enemy directly in front of 

them and many will chase the Trojans regardless of the threat.  
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The Trojans abandon the gate and Greeks move towards the town.  

The Trojan chariots charge and archers move to the bend. 

 

The Greeks now have the gateway open and their reserves are able to advance in column; however, 

their assault party is now in some trouble. The Greeks have men advancing into the open area between 

the ditch and the town wall. The Trojan archers on the walls target these men without the impediment 

of the palisade and the advantage of height making it easier to shoot over the heads of any Trojans still 

outside the walls. It is at this point that the Trojan chariots charge the scattered and disorganised 

Greeks inside the ditch line. Using lances and bowmen the Trojans charge through the Greeks, badly 

mauling them while taking few casualties themselves. An additional force of Trojan archers moves up 

behind the chariots and forms up at “the bend”. “The bend” is a feature of huge potential for the 

Trojans. Any attack that is made on the southern gate places an attacking force in a situation where the 

Trojans can deploy a force of archers, either foot or chariot, and apply enfilade fire on the attacker. 

This forces the attacker to reorganise to face the new threat, which results in fatigue, demoralisation 

and disorganisation. It is the reorganising that disrupts a force.
155

 The attacker also remains under fire 

from the archers on the walls. The archers at the bend apply enfilade fire on the Greek reserves. The 

Greeks inside the ditch break and flee back towards the ditch gate. The reserves meanwhile are 

attempting to deal with the new threat of missile fire and in some confusion. The attempt to reorganise 

part of their formation to face the Trojan archers results in “a shambles”.
156

 The defile of the palisade 

gate causes the portion the Greek reserves that are still advancing to collide with the fleeing Greek 

advance force, resulting in additional confusion and disruption.  
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The Trojan chariots attack the disorganised Greeks between the ditch and the wall. The Greek reserve reorganises to defend 

itself against the Trojan archers and the gate is blocked by confused troops. 

 

The disorganised Greeks are an easier target for the Trojan archers on the walls, and the congested area 

is now under fire from the archers on the walls, the archers at the bend and any chariot mounted 

archers. Any casualties the Trojans take come from the Greek archers, but a fast moving chariot is 

difficult to hit and the Trojans on the walls are small and well protected targets. The Greeks’ main 

concern now is to reorganise and extract themselves from the attack. The Greek heroes remount and 

the infantry reform outside the range of the Trojans on the walls. The Trojans meanwhile lack 

sufficient force to engage in open battle and withdraw back inside the walls. Once the Greeks have 

pulled back, the Trojans reoccupy the ditch gate and acquire the spoils of the field. 

 

This scenario would be more probable early in a protracted campaign as elements of it would be 

sufficient to season the attackers and alert them to the dangers the ditch line represents. Later attackers 

would probably display a greater deal of discipline and preparation. If we assume a higher degree of 

readiness in later attacks it is not unreasonable to suggest that the Greeks could take a palisade gate 

and not advance unprepared into the area inside the gate. The Greeks might then make an advance 

across the area inside the ditch. However they are limited in the number troops they can get through 

the gate and across the ditches and depleted by the need to at least cover the other access points. They 

must deploy quickly and in as good order as possible because from the time they capture the ditch gate 

they are under fire and their troops are becoming fatigued. 

 

Assuming that the force is able to capture the causeway and secure it, they have taken casualties and 

become fatigued and disordered. They must reform under fire and advance without rest across an area 

swept by Trojan archers and slingers. Their flanks must be protected from the threat of Trojan chariots 

and this requires the deployment of blocking troops who will also be under fire. The force to carry out 

the assault will be moving very slowly in close formation seeking to protect themselves with their 

large shields. In the time it takes them to cross the 300 feet to the wall each archer will have had 

enough time to fire over 200 arrows at them. The sound of arrows hitting their shields will be like rain. 

The arrows that find the gaps in the shields will sound slightly different. If the assault group is 

sufficiently motivated by the possibility of winning fame and wealth if they live they will make it to 

the wall. At that point things actually become difficult.  
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The complex multi-unit attack required to make an assault on a gate. 

 

The physiological impact of hitting the town wall after having fought to reach that far will be a 

significant psychological point. To get this far has required a well-coordinated operation necessitating 

pinning attacks, passively standing while under fire and continually taking casualties. This is a 

complex mission which strains the leadership capabilities of an ancient army that lacks lower level 

leadership.
157

 The efforts of the Greeks so far, have increased fatigue and worn at the “will to fight” of 

the Greeks. Striking this major obstacle will immediately require great resolve from the warriors and 

strong leadership. Assuming this attack has been well planned the Greeks have brought scaling ladders 

with them and will attempt to scale the walls. This is going to be a difficult problem with the defenders 

having numerous advantages. In particular the heroes wear armour that offers good protection, but 

makes climbing difficult, while the spearmen are largely unarmoured. Although the spearmen can 

sling their shields to climb, they are exposed by doing this. If they do succeed in getting onto the walls, 

they must secure the gate to gain entry to the town and this will have to be accomplished against the 

Trojan reserve which can be expected inside the immediate vicinity of the threatened gate. These are 

amongst the reasons that Nossov describes troops assaulting walls by escalade as being “undoubtedly 

trained elite” soldiers.
158

                                                                                                                                                                

 

In this group the problem is that its will is being quickly sapped by uncertainty and imagination. As 

Reid observed, all soldiers have their breaking point, and it comes when they have nothing to do and 

their imagination plays on their minds.
159

 When men in close combat cannot see what is happening, 
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and can hear sounds of fighting they frequently break due their perceptions of a lack of success rather 

than any real immediate danger. Howarth observed that at Waterloo the French Imperial Guard broke 

from the rear of the formations, and this is common.
160

 Waiting to mount the walls while under fire 

and having already been subjected to protected battle conditions it is more reasonable to envisage rout 

than victory for the Greeks.  

 

Even if we were to allow the possibility of an assault employing a siege engine such as a ram by the 

Greeks, the same problems exist. However, the situation is even more difficult as the Greeks cannot 

deploy as many men in the gap of the causeway because of the ram. They would have to make assault 

crossings of the ditch to flank the palisade and this delay would provide time for the Trojans to fire the 

ram. To make an attack with siege engines an attacker would need to make a methodical engineering 

attack employing sapping, counter ramps and galleries, a full deliberate siege, but there exists no 

evidence of this happening or that the Greeks possessed the ability for it at this time. 

 

While it is not within the scope of this work to evaluate aspects beyond the defences, it is worth noting 

that the balance of numbers would be to the advantage of an attacking Greek force, or they would not 

even attempt the expedition, with three to one being the standard aimed for.
161

 The force may well 

have been limited to this level though and Thucydides argued that the Greek army was relatively small 

due to a lack of money.
162

 The Trojans could well have superior numbers of chariots, but the evidence 

strongly indicates the Greeks had an infantry configured well to deal effectively with chariots. In open 

battle the Greeks would have the edge on the Trojans. It is also unlikely that the Trojans would seek to 

engage the Greeks in the open unless a distinct opportunity presented itself. The Trojans do not need to 

defeat the Greeks in order to conclude the siege successfully; they only need to not lose during a Greek 

assault. 

 

The defeat of an invading Greek force clearly did not happen as the conclusion to this last siege was 

not a happy one for the Trojans. Among the possibilities of what led to the fall of Troy, direct assault is 

the most unlikely. Even assault with sieges engines does not present a strong chance of success with 

the ditch defences. This argues strongly against the many suggestions that a Trojan Horse was an early 
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form of siege tower, none of which are particularly plausible according to Ward.
163

 Those that offer it 

as a possibility are indulging in excessive speculation or they would observe that the siege tower was 

not “primitive” at this time and that it does not fit the narrative – more Virgil’s than Homer’s - that 

they are seeking to validate with this argument.  

 

Negotiation is also obviously not the method of ending this war as one of the terms – burning of the 

city and destruction of its population would have been obviously unacceptable. However, it does point 

towards the remaining possibilities; deception, special operation and treason. Any or all of these in 

some form, combined with negotiation are the most likely possibilities. Notably, there are a number of 

precedents, the earliest being around1450BC when the Egyptian general Thot captured Jaffa through 

deception by concealing 200 soldiers in baskets that were supposed to contain “surrender” gifts to the 

city’s governor.
164

 This kind of deception is of course known as a “Trojan Horse”.
165

 It would also be 

used in numerous forms at all times throughout history. Harald Hadrada gained entry to one city by 

pretending to be dead and having his coffin carried inside accompanied by his bodyguard who then 

secured the town gate. At Entebbe the Israeli assault force gained additional surprise and time by using 

a car that was similar to that used by Idi Amin to gain an edge on the Ugandan soldiers defending the 

terminal that was the Israeli target.
166

  

 

This is the question which we are left with it at this point: how did the hostile force that destroyed Troy 

defeat the defences of Troy? We simply do not possess enough evidence at present to be able to 

answer this question beyond speculative possibilities, and of course the ever present Homer and other 

poets become an issue once again. 
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Homer and Troy 

Throughout this discussion of Troy warfare and a possible Trojan War Homer is an ever present 

stumbling block to efforts aimed at gaining a clear understanding of what may have happened. The 

persistent issue of literature dominating interpretation in classical history, to the detriment of the 

physical evidence, has been impossible to ignore. Yet having arrived at a more strongly evidence 

based perspective of a Trojan War it is obvious that Homer’s Iliad does indeed coincide with this 

physically evidenced Troy. Pointedly though, Troy does not coincide with Homer rather it is Homer 

that coincides with Troy. Troy does not require Homers support to stand as a city of great significance 

and interest. Far from being Kolb’s “shabby little settlement”,
168

 it is a city that occupied a 

geographically dominant location, possibly a regional capital, which was defended by skilled and able 

military thinkers. The evidence demonstrates Troy to have been the subject of unsuccessful hostile 

intent on several occasions.
169

  

 

The correlations between the Iliad and Troy as a significant city are too numerous to set aside, but at 

the same time the points of difference are likewise numerous. That warfare was a serious business not 

undertaken for glory is in stark contrast to the honour based warfare, “so absolutely concrete in 

Homer”.
170

 The entire story begins with a most un-soldierly issue of personal honour, which reduces 

the combat effectiveness of the Greeks.
171

 So where in this conflicting evidence do we find Homer and 

what part does he play in Troy and its history? With the perspective of Troy standing alone as a self-

evident site of great significance it is certainly reasonable to argue that Homer did have a source for his 

epic, and that Troy is that source.  But Homer was not the originator of Troy’s story which he 

perfected, and which may well have been modified after his death as is a characteristic of oral 

tradition.
172

 What Homer gives to us is a tradition that had already been filtered by time and change 

when he received it. The Iliad is a picture of the time between the Trojan War and Homer’s own as 

much as of the Trojan War itself. 

  

Naturally it could be argued at this point that the discussion is at an impasse, unable to be taken any 

further. However, the single most significant aspect, from the point of view of a military historian, is 

that Homer described a feature that he had never seen, a feature that he did not entirely understand and 

for which he had little, if any, personal context. That feature is the ditch system that surrounds the city 
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of Troy and features in his Iliad. Hertel and Kolb claimed these ditches were without precedent in fact 

“the most singular defensive system in all of antiquity”, and they were demonstrably wrong about this 

in Anatolia.
173

 However they would have been correct enough had they claimed that a ditch system 

like this was without precedent in Greece. None of the fortifications in Greece, from the Mycenaean 

time on, well past Homer’s time, showed any signs of such a system. Even if we accept that Hertel and 

Kolb are correct, why would Homer record such a significant, but fictional, feature in something 

passed down to him? Either we must accept that Homer was an amateur military engineer of genius 

imagination and perspicacity, or that he had replicated a complex and unusual defensive system 

entirely by accident. This strains credulity.   

 

That Homer contains much that is counterproductive to Troy is evidently enough to compel some 

historians, such as Hertel and Kolb, to be genuinely convinced that Homer’s “Troy” does not exist. But 

while this belief may be genuine, the arguments presented against this site are not convincing. But, 

significantly, the Iliad was enough to drive others to look for a city. This is where Homer resides, as an 

inspirational poet. And of course poetry is not a place where truth and fact necessarily reside together. 

The Iliad has, as Latacz put it, “inspired countless poets, graphic artists, painters, and composers, as 

well as scholars, from the Greeks themselves, through the Romans and Byzantines, down to the 

modern age and most recent times, to produce great works of art and scholarship.”
174

 

 

So rather than being a “pseudo historian”
175

 Homer is able, through a work of great literature, to 

provide us with a view of history that cannot be found in artefacts, archaeology or a clinical and 

technical evaluation of a war. He puts the humanity back into one of the most human aspects of 

civilisation, the waging of war. Contextually he addresses the moral pressures of heroic society. The 

Iliad is not a history, yet it is still illustrative of history. To employ a modern example of this, during 

the Napoleonic Wars Marie-Henri Beyle served in the armies of France and experienced the horrific 

retreat from Moscow.
176

 As “Stendhal” he would give a fictional account of Waterloo that was in 

many ways more of a full picture of the event than any report,
177

 certainly more than Wellington’s 
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“Waterloo dispatch”.
178

 Not in terms of what great deeds various regiments performed, or how many 

casualties they took or inflicted, but of the simple horror of the slaughter that took place from a human 

perspective.  

 

Stendhal’s work, and realistic style,
179

 inspired another one time soldier, Leo Tolstoy, who would 

expand on Stendhal’s realistic style and in turn write about the French invasion of Russia and the 

terrible retreat that Stendhal had experienced first-hand.
180

 Both provide history with champions in the 

form of popular literature. They make history accessible and inspire an interest that is not the result of 

a more academic treatment. There is no need to discuss the merits or otherwise of popular history to 

know the significant impact that this has. Nor is it necessary to debate the merits of either Stendhal or 

Tolstoy; both are indisputably respected. Tolstoy is regarded to have been one of the world's greatest 

novelists while Stendhal is respected for his acute analysis of his characters' psychology. In the same 

way that writers such as these give us a picture of warfare that is more human than academic, Homer 

gives us a picture of war and its social pressures in the ancient world that is not an accurate battle 

report or detailed catalogue of arms and armour. It does, however, provide us with an understanding of 

those more human aspects of war. The conversation between Hector and Andromache, in a few lines 

tells us more about the consequences of war and the confining nature of social structures than any 

number of potsherds and corroded pieces of metal.
181

  

 

But it remains inescapable that Homer is separated from Troy by some distance, time and a strongly 

Greek influence. What Homer is showing us may have as much relevance to his own time as an earlier 

one. His depiction of the chariots having fallen into a less effective method of operation through the 

words of Nestor,
182

 could well be a feature of a time after the Trojan War when horses had been bred 

large enough to replace chariots as pure cavalry.
183

 Drews identifies the 5
th

 century BC as being when 

horses were depicted in use as cavalry and this quickly led to the demise of the chariot as a war 
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vehicle.
184

 These issues remain unclear, and we must remain aware of this disconnection. Even so, 

Homer, regardless of his context being separated from Troy, remains the inspiration for seeking out of 

the physical Troy and the bringing to light of a significant site that has already contributed so much to 

a better understanding of history. The world would know nothing of the Trojan War if not for 

Homer.
185

 Homer, although in his own time regarded as having produced as much a history as an epic 

poem, was a poet of great inspirational power, not an historian. He should not be treated as one if 

factual accuracy critical. 
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CONCLUSION 

There exists in the examination of Troy a serious problem of evidence and interpretation, with 

centuries of overlaying settlements and erosion, both human and natural, complicating the issue.
186

 The 

waters have been thoroughly muddied with a multitude and range of interpretations resulting from 

scant evidence. Further magnifying this problem is the outright passion that the idea of “Troy” 

engenders in people and the unusually high standard of proof being demanded by detractors. Kolb 

demands that the only evidence acceptable it "what is preserved” which simply cannot be met and flies 

in the face of all reasonable practices.
187

  Less remains of the defences at Hattusa than at Troy, yet 

reconstructions of Hattusa have been met without a murmur of protest.
188

 Much of the debate has been 

carried on by a small group of experts who actually know, and have worked with each other, giving the 

discussion a highly personal flavour which is frustrating to work through and not particularly helpful. 

 

The physical evidence of Troy shows us a complex, in-depth defensive system that attacking Greeks 

would have needed to penetrate and still retain sufficient force and combat effectiveness to assault and 

carry a defended town gate. It is difficult to perceive a Mycenaean Greek force, “lagging far behind the 

Middle East” in siege ability being capable of pulling off such a feat through a conventional assault.
189

 

What they required to defeat this system by force of arms was a coup de main that would negate the 

defences in a single stroke.
190

 Deception and/or treachery would be their best options for success. The 

Trojan defenders meanwhile possessed a system that gave them great confidence, combat effectiveness 

and resilience.
191

 

 

A methodical, disciplined, well trained and equipped force with a high degree of engineering ability 

could force the ditch and fill it, then close on the walls with galleries and construct ramps to gain a 

height advantage over the town walls or employ artillery towers. But this degree of ability was 

evidently still hundreds of years away in the Greek world. To a Philip, Alexander, Caesar or Vespasian, 

Troy would have been an obvious engineering problem that they would have solved with their 

respective abilities. Regardless of what particular method they each employed the solution would be a 

near mathematically calculated result, evaluating the time and casualties it would cost to be balanced 

against the gain. The technological advantages these commanders possessed were clearly not available 
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to an Agamemnon for whom it would have been an insurmountable barrier that his position, authority, 

culture and political security would not allow him to walk away from. In these terms a war of ten years 

duration is not so much an aberration as an entirely predictable outcome.  

 

The ditches at Troy represent a degree of tactical sophistication seldom appreciated in evaluations of 

ancient warfare. Far from being without precedent, they do have regional context and the tactical 

imperative to spur their evolution. The Trojans lived in an area where towns and cities were 

successfully attacked as a feature, rather than an exceptional event of war, and where the premier arm 

was the chariot, operated by trained, professional soldiers. To deal with these realities, a defence in 

depth that both allowed and invited an enemy to place itself at a significant disadvantage was created. 

The ditch would strip away the enemy chariots from an attacker and place their infantry within range 

of the missile fire from the Trojan walls and vulnerable to flank attack by chariot sorties from the any 

one of the gates. The evidence also tells us that an enemy did defeat these excellent defences around 

1180BC.
192

 This brings us to the question of how did an Agamemnon finally defeat these defences and 

destroy Troy when the city had withstood previous attacks?
193

 We do not know, and very few 

scenarios have been offered with Homer’s wooden horse being universally rejected or given some very 

dubious reinterpretations. But it is apparent that it was not the early or primitive siege tower that is a 

favourite suggestion. The defences were entirely capable of defeating such an effort, particularly when 

inexpertly attempted by a force unfamiliar with such a system and its operational requirements. 

 

If the argument of the validity of Troy being Homer’s Troy hung entirely and solely on these ditches, 

as one might assume from the energy with which Hertel and Kolb argued against them, then this is 

indeed Homers fabled city. However, this is simply not the case. The issue of Homer is one that is 

habitually taken out of context since 1930, when archaeologists at Troy came from a Greek perspective 

and had a Greek bias.
194

 Ultimately the cart has been put before the horse and it is of more value to 

examine Troy for its ability to support Homer, than to look at Homer to support Troy. From this 

standpoint one could much more comfortably examine Homer for where his work coincides with Troy, 

rather than seek to make Troy fit with Homer while turning a blind eye to the aspects that simply do 

not fit. Indeed at this point the single strongest argument in support of Troy being the source of the 

traditions that came down to Homer for his Iliad would actually be the ditches, which stand out as a 

feature of both his work and this site. But Homer remains literature and efforts to prove a historical 
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basis for his work will ultimately remain speculative without new evidence. His place resides more in 

his power to bring a different kind of reality to an historical event, an understanding of the humanity 

and human impact of war in a Greek context. In the same way that Stendhal gave us Waterloo and 

inspired Tolstoy who gave us Borodino, Homer has given us Troy, or more accurately a view of 

warfare in Greece, at the time during and after the Trojan War. 

 

The arguments presented by Kolb and Hertel against the ditches as a defensive system were self-

defined as conclusive, yet simple reason, logic and more recent finds have demonstrated them to be 

entirely wrong.
195

 Yet at the same time it must be remembered that for many years supporters of the 

site as Homer’s Troy were arguing with similar enthusiasm, without the benefit of a lower town. The 

supporters of Troy now evidently agree the lower town is essential to the site being Homer’s Troy 

because they have a lower town with which to make their case. There clearly exists a serious problem 

of enthusiasm for an existing conclusion driving the interpretation of evidence on both sides. When I 

first looked at the site plan four years ago everyone I showed it to had the same reaction of “yes this is 

clearly a defensive system, why are you even asking?” This is not because it was so clear and obvious, 

but rather because most people I know have an interest in things military. To our eye the ground could 

be read like a book and it was difficult to comprehend why there was a question. By the same token 

the very highly qualified and respected historians who examined the problem seem to have had trouble 

comprehending the answers so obvious to us. From Hertel and Kolb’s outright and categorical 

rejection
196

 to Jablonka and Rose’s excessive overestimation,
197

 the experts were dependant on their 

own expertise. Had they embraced a wider range of disciplines, including military experts, they might 

have gained an entirely different perspective that made sense of evidence.   
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Interviews: 

 

Major General (retired), Piers Reid, CBE.  

Doctorate of Literature (Hon), a Master of Defence Studies from UNE and is a graduate of the 

Australian and American staff colleges and the Royal College of Defence Studies, London. Major 

General Reid served in the New Zealand Army for over 35, including several years on operations and 

retired as Chief of General Staff. 

 

Major General Reid was interviewed for his expertise in military theory and history. It is exceedingly 

difficult to get relevant military theory for ancient warfare in a coherent form as it usually exists as 

modern operational doctrine which is often restricted and phrased in terms that make its use difficult. 

Major General Reid was able to employ his extensive knowledge of these principles and military 

history to provide clear, lucid and useful explanations of the principles as they applied in an ancient 

environment. He has been extensively quoted for this reason. 

 

Interview conducted 08/12/2011 

 

Justin Stockbridge and Sophie Moore  

Owner operators of All Fired Up Armouries, Justin has been an armourer for over a decade and was 

later joined by Sophie Moore. They specialise in custom made armour and are also experienced in 

medieval foot combat.   

 

Justine Stockbridge and Sophie Moore were interviewed for their knowledge of armour construction 

and use in relation to interpretations of the Dendra armour. 
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